
Putting metrics to use

Using metrics to better your journalism, reach 
audience and grow subscriptions.

Part 2 of Gannett’s 2022 metrics refresher course.



What’s the one thing we 
really want to know when it 
comes to metrics?

“Love. How much are we loved by a certain reader … 
We can see how often people are returning and what journey 
they’re taking down the funnel, but what we really want to know is 
do they love us, and how do we impact them? That’s what 
journalism is about: Did we have an impact on their life?” 

-- Sari Zeidler, Quartz via API “How to Build a Metrics Savvy Newsroom”



Metrics are the key 
to sustainable newsrooms 

Understanding what content our audience is 
engaging with allows all of us to pivot and adjust 
plans as the news changes. 

Metrics give us valuable insight into what our 
readers care about and whether we are relevant 
to their lives. 

Here are two areas that can help inform your 
conversations in your newsroom every day: 

• Identifying the opportunities by using 
metrics to see what led to everyday wins, big 
wins and what didn’t resonate

• Understanding key actions that help us reach 
goals Think beyond numbers + statistics. Metrics 

represent actual people – our readers.



Metrics aren’t about 
replacing our 
journalistic gut … but 
rather 
complementing and 
calibrating it to our 
audience’s needs and 
desires.



Alone, they don’t tell 
the whole story; 
they need to be 
paired with 
context, strategy and 
action.



Ask questions. Challenge data and assumptions.

Treat metrics like you would any other source of data you encounter in your work. It’s OK 
and welcomed to ask questions. As you work with metrics in your everyday work: 

• Challenge your assumptions and be open to new ideas. Ask questions about why/how.

• Know what questions you are seeking to answer before diving in (just as you’d prep for 
an interview).

• Think of your metrics as a place to experiment, rather than a scorecard.

• Experiment often, especially in areas that interest you. 

• Connect with a peer for more feedback and guidance

• Know that a story isn’t dead when we hit publish, there’s still time to make changes 
based on data!

• Be curious about our readers – they often want the same things that we do!



Main goals today

• What success looks like

• What you should be looking at regularly and how to work metrics into 
your routine

• Intro to the Byline Dashboard in Google Analytics dashboards – a great 
bookmark to see your content, orders and from where your audience and 
subscribers find your content

• Questions to ask yourself and other ways to find story ideas you’re missing
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What does “success” look like?

Success can look like many things as 
we’ve just discussed and is not solely 
based on metrics. But to better 
understand our metrics, 
we use a “benchmarks” system.



Benchmarks are…

Data points to help us train 
our guts on what’s typical for 
a single story

A snapshot of where we are 
today

A common language we can 
use across different markets

A starting point for talking 
about how our work attracts 
readers and subscribers

NOT goals or KPIs

NOT aspirational targets for where 
we want to be 

NOT the only numbers to watch

NOT a pass/fail for every story
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What the benchmarks look like

• Big win

– Starting point for a small portion of stories that 
drives a large share of results. The exceptional.

• Everyday win

– Baseline for stories that attract a typical amount
of readers and/or subscribers. The norm.

For free and metered stories:

• Total pageviews

For premium stories:

• Subscriber PVs

• New subs
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Two data points… …for three key metrics
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Your content strategy analyst reviewed data from stories published in 2021 and set benchmarks to actionable levels 
based on the current state at each site. Percentiles, rounding and time frames vary.

https://gannett.okta.com/app/google/exk1r7zs7titLlxVr1t7/sso/saml?RelayState=https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/008b3df1-13e2-4e7d-80f6-f29442e399be/page/ZN5gB


Before publication

Set expectations for stories

• The benchmarks show what’s typical and 

where exceptional results begin, but plenty of 

stories are atypical:

– Big premium investigation the reporter’s spent 
months on: You might aim for 3x big win for 
subscriber PVs and 2x big win for new subs.

– Coverage for an underrepresented audience: You 
might set a goal for when half of stories will hit 
everyday win.

• Share expectations with the DOT and Content 

Strategy so everyone’s on the same page.
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Immediately after publishing

Watch the metrics

• Parse.ly tracks PVs and Sub. PVs in real time.

• Subscriptions Report has new subs the next day.

When a story hits benchmarks quickly, plan to follow up or 
replicate the approach

• Is this a high-interest topic? Assign a folo!

– What other questions might readers have?

– What’s ahead on this topic?

• Did the framing, story format or headline style

really resonate? Try it on other stories!
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Immediately after publishing

When a story’s off to a slow start, brainstorm around how to give it a 
boost

• Is there a better way to frame the story for target 

audiences?

• Does the headline say too little by focusing on process 

instead of people and impact? Too much, leaving little 

reason to click?

• Could the story benefit from more or different promotion?

▪DOT producers also use benchmarks to spot stories that 
could hit the mark with some reoptimization and/or 
repromotion.
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Set strategy based on 
trends

Work with your regional analyst to…

• Do a deep dive on a team or reporter

– Compare how many stories hit big win to sitewide rate

– Find big-win topics and approaches to double down on

– Sort out which stories under benchmarks are outliers and which we 
should stop doing to reinvest in big wins

• Examine under-benchmark stories sitewide

• Track the number of big wins over time

▪DOT partners use benchmarks to set what types of content 
would benefit from DOT optimization and under-benchmark 
categories that should be published by the newsroom.
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https://gannett.okta.com/app/google/exk1r7zs7titLlxVr1t7/sso/saml?RelayState=https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/008b3df1-13e2-4e7d-80f6-f29442e399be/page/ZN5gB


What are our 
benchmarks?
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• Access these anytime at: dashboards.usatodaynetwork.com

Benchmarks are set 
by site so please 
look yours up at the 
link below.

https://dashboards.usatodaynetwork.com/


Metrics you should 
look at regularly

Understanding your metrics 
becomes easier if you pay 
attention to them often. 



Reminder: Two key metrics tools

Quick answers on real time 
and historical story performance, 
individually and site-wide.

Go to Okta and open Parse.ly. Choose 
your site domain or site group.

101 materials are here.

Parse.ly

Best source for galleries, 
video data and the only place to see 
subscription orders tied to your stories. 

You can also see historical story and 
site-wide data here.

Start at 
dashboards.usatodaynetwork.com

Google Analytics dashboards

https://training.usatodaynetwork.com/2022/10/12/metrics-refresher-overview-of-parse-ly-and-google-analytics-dashboards/
https://dashboards.usatodaynetwork.com/


Creating a metrics and audience-focused routine

Tip: 
Use bookmarks or 
Chrome auto-open tabs 
to help build these 
checks into your 
routine.

You can also see this by 
section if you want a 
closer look at just 
sports, for example.
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Open Parse.ly 
to see sitewide 
info on what 
topics your 
audience is 
interested in 
overall. This 
helps you shape 
a wider 
understanding 
of what a wide 
audience seeks 
from your 
publication.

DAILY



Creating a metrics and audience-focused routine
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How’s my recent 
content doing? 
Pretty good!

DAILY Use this 
drop 
down to 
see 
subscriber 
and 
returning 
visitor 
views. 

Premium getting great engaged time and strong 
interest. See GA dash for orders and sub pvs.

New story just published and off to a good start. 
Should I social some more?

Last week story still getting good Google interest. 
Is there a follow planned?

Another premium. See GA dashboard here too. 

How many stories 
I’ve published for 
this time period

Pick your time period



Creating a metrics and audience-focused routine
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How’s my recent content doing? 
Under benchmark but still of interest. Why?

DAILY

Earlier in the month. A notable 
topic of ongoing interest.

From last month, same topic as 
above. Linked in recent content.

Similar topic, big business name 
that’s worth following. 

Longtail search.



Creating a metrics and audience-focused routine

If it’s been posted a while and is not doing as you’d expect, 
consider if …

• The story was interesting, but the headline was boring. Can 
I improve it?

• The story wasn’t focused on reader impact/why you should 
care. Can I do a tweak to improve that? Or consider a new 
story with that focus?

• We planned it for search. Maybe I can work with the DOT 
to improve the keywords.

• It was buried under other breaking news or published at a 
low-audience time. Maybe I can ask the DOT to boost this 
to homepage or retweet it. 

• Have you socialed it yourself? Sharing the story on your 
channels, tagging sources or interested parties can help 
boost the reach with audiences.

How’s my recent content doing?DAILY

If it’s meeting benchmarks, great! Ask yourself …

• Is it reaching all the audience it should? Is there 
more potential on social or search depending on 
where the audience is currently coming from?

• Is there another angle we should jump on quickly 
since it’s high interest?

• If it’s doing well with returning visitors and/or 
subscribers, should I brainstorm a premium angle?



Creating a metrics and audience-focused routine

Sioux Falls (outgoing ) news director 
Cory Myers shares an example of how do 
to this in 6 minutes.

Note: You can also set up Parse.ly to 
send you email reports weekly. See link 
here. 22

A longer term look at how your 
content has performed. Much 
of our content gathers 
audience over the course of 
several days – and sometimes 
even months. 

This is a great conversation to 
have weekly with your editor –
and can take 5 to 10 minutes, 
but you can also do it on your 
own.

WEEKLY &/OR MONTHLY

How many stories 
I’ve published for 
this time period

Pick “last week”

Choose “match 
selected” to see just 
stories published in 
that time period.

Big win!

Everyday wins 
here too!. But,
be sure to look 
at the bottom 
as well for 
what didn’t 
resonate.

This is a big advantage 
in Parse.ly to filter out 
older content.

https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:v:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/ETELopKjprtCu_rAaz6t4Q4Bua1oLayajBtDb9Rhsr5j6A?e=yqcs9u
https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:b:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/Eer5YjL3K2tCtVuCxMT9xEYBupGZXei8Km6YOIF58WF2ig?e=ehZWCL


Exploring the new reporter byline dashboard
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The new reporter byline 
dashboard in Google 
Analytics dashboards offers a 
high-level overview of 
premium and metered 
content.

Follow the instructions on the 
cover page to see your byline 
individually or a group of 
authors if you’re a coach. 

Choose your time period. 

If you want to see only 
traffic/orders for your site, 
pick that. Otherwise leave it 
open for multi-site.

WEEKLY &/OR MONTHLY



Exploring the new reporter byline dashboard
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See subscriber pageviews and new subscriptions connected to your work. Keep it mind, it shows you 
older content that might still be getting longtail views so low isn’t always “bad.”

PREMIUM CONTENT



Exploring the new reporter byline dashboard
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See your metered traffic and whether it was largely of interest to subscribers or anonymous readers. If 
it’s was subscribers, it might make for a good premium topic. (Again, this includes older content.)

METERED CONTENT

Filter by ID if you 
choose!



Exploring the new reporter byline dashboard
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See how your stories compare to your site-specific benchmarks. Note, this page only shows last 7 days so 
a good reason to come back weekly. 

STORIES UNDER BENCHMARK

Filter by ID if you 
choose!



Exploring the new reporter byline dashboard
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Spot trends on when 
your readers are most 
tuned in, how your 
traffic is trending and 
from where users are 
finding your content –
even on stories that are 
getting subscription 
orders.

AT A GLANCE



Want to go deeper on one piece 
of content? Or a project?

CONFIDENTIAL & INTERNAL ONLY – includes MNPI and 
should not be shared widely
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Access these 
anytime at: 
dashboards.
usatodaynetwork.
com

Use the How did 
that Content do 
dashboard

https://dashboards.usatodaynetwork.com/


Finding inspiration 
from others

Need a story idea? Or simply 
inspirational reading over lunch? 
Browse key authors from our 
network related to your beat to 
find ideas or topics that are 
working elsewhere – and might 
work for you, too!



You have access to any site, reporter or story 
in the Gannett network through Parse.ly

Some pre-built groups that you 
can explore – or talk to your 
strategist if there’d be another 
useful grouping.
- Health reporters
- Education reporters
- Real estate/Development

reporters
- Things to do reporters
- Food reporters

You can also just regularly 
browse top stories, create a 
collection of sites doing 
interesting work or bookmark 
authors who report on similar 
topics as you.
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https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/posts/?author_group=USATN+health+reporters&any_author=David+Robinson*&any_author=G.+Wayne+Miller+*&any_author=Max+Filby*&any_author=Terri+DeMio*&any_author=Dana+Branham*&any_author=Nicole+Villalpando*&any_author=Monique+Calello*&any_author=Liz+Freeman*&any_author=Lindy+Washburn*&any_author=Stephanie+Innes*&any_author=Ema+Sasic*&any_author=Sydney+Wyatt*&any_author=Tom+Kisken*&any_author=michaela+ramm*&any_author=Sarah+Ladd&any_author=Shari+Rudavsky&any_author=By+Shari+Rudavsky&any_author=By+Kristen+Jordan+Shamus&minutes=1440
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/author-groups/education-reporters?start=2022-09-22&end=2022-09-22&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/author-groups/real-estate-and-development-reporters?start=2022-09-21&end=2022-09-21&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/author-groups/things-to-do-reporters?start=2022-09-22&end=2022-09-22&interval=1d
https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/author-groups/restaurant-reporters?start=2022-09-22&end=2022-09-22&interval=1d


A new Parse.ly feature: Tag groups 

Or it may be easier to create 
your own collection of “tags” 
that help you browse other high-
performing content from across 
the network. 

To do: 

• Change your domain to 
Gannett.

• Go to Tags in the top menu 
and click Tag Groups.

• Once it’s created, you can hit 
the “save view” option to 
have it saved among Parse.ly 
bookmarks to access easily.  
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Bonus: See network To the Point/Alt storyform content with this link 
(unfortunately, you’ll have to recreate this for each site or group).

https://dash.parsely.com/gannett/tag-groups/ttp-related-tags


What topics are we missing?

The aforementioned methods can help you find topics that are doing well in other markets or across the 
network, but other tools exist to help you surface high-interest topics across search and social platforms as well. 
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Find a full training on these and other tools here.

https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:f:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/Elalsi41eDNAsBKrX3NpHhEBSi2NplmBoudjq003VekH3Q?e=eytyvP


FAQ

Common questions and 
your chance to ask more



Finding your premium through Parse.ly

Was my story premium?
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How many premium stories have I published lately and 
how have they done?

The first tag under your 
headline in Parse.ly tells you 
the paywall status.

On your author page, 
choose a time frame then 
add a tag filter for 
access:premium and a 
publish date filter as shown. 



The new “compare” feature to see trends

How does this month compare to last?
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Then you can see how sections are 
trending compared to that 
previous period.

Choose your time period; then hit compare and choose a time 
frame.

On your author page, 
choose a time frame then 
add a tag filter for 
access:premium and a 
publish date filter as shown. 

This feature works with authors and 
tags too. Though notably, there can 
be valid reasons for content trends 
to be down or up in comparison. 



THANK YOU.

MORE RESOURCES

Editors, looking to make metrics more a 
part of your newsroom culture? 
See this handy guide from Rebecca Reis.

Metrics 101 | Basic of Parse.ly and 
Google Analytics Datastudio dashboards: 
PDF guide | Recording

Setting up an author dashboard in 
Parse.ly from Craig Nickels

Video and galleries metrics guide

For further questions, please reach out to 
your content strategy analyst. 
Presentation by Kelli Leonard
Thanks to Jen Hefty and Brian Indrelunas 
for their portions of this presentation. 

https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:w:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/Edxa-CmPHd9IsLazXBhj9A0BtAe909sDX5nzJEmIlbXUZg?e=XajHK4
https://training.usatodaynetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Parse.ly-refresher-2022.pdf
https://training.usatodaynetwork.com/2022/10/12/metrics-refresher-overview-of-parse-ly-and-google-analytics-dashboards/
https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:b:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/Eer5YjL3K2tCtVuCxMT9xEYBupGZXei8Km6YOIF58WF2ig?e=iivD5L
https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:p:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/EUx4X1xjaNJPgu493tbeBoQBZVCDJbKBjlOrpSy0Yr94hA?e=gfE9fb

